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As a submanifold is embedded into higher dimensional flat space, quantum mechanics gives var-
ious embedding quantities. In the present study, two embedding quantities for a two-dimensional
curved surface examined in three-dimensional flat space, the geometric momentum and the geomet-
ric potential, are derived in a unified manner. Then for a particle moving on a two-dimensional
sphere or a free rotation of a spherical top, the projections of the geometric momentum p and the
angular momentum L onto a certain Cartesian axis form a complete set of commuting observables
as [pi, Li] = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3), thus constituting a dynamical (pi, Li) representation for the states on the
two-dimensional spherical surface. The geometric momentum distribution of the state represented
by spherical harmonics is successfully obtained, and this distribution for a homonuclear diatomic
molecule seems within the resolution power of present momentum spectrometer and can be measured
to probe the embedding effect.
PACS numbers: 03.65.-w, Quantum mechanics, 04.62.+v; Quantum fields in curved spacetime, 33.20.Sn;
Molecular rotational levels, 02.40.-k; Differential geometry.
I. INTRODUCTION
In microscopic domain, there are many quantum motions confined on the two-dimensional surfaces, e.g., mobile
carriers on the corrugating graphene sheet or spherical fullerene molecule C60, and free rotation of hydrogen nuclei
around its center of mass in a hydrogen molecule at relatively low temperature, etc. Over the past decade, we have
witnessed that physics community gradually reaches consensus that the examination of the quantum motions confined
on the two-dimensional surfaces in three-dimensional Euclidean space R3 is of physical significance. In the Euclidean
space, the quantum physics is well defined, one can use conventional quantum mechanics without any new postulate
imposed [1, 2]. The confinement of the particle on a curved two-dimensional manifold is treated as the limiting case of
a particle in a three-dimensional manifold in which a confining potential is invoked to acting in the normal direction of
its two-dimensional surface, and we can then have an unambiguous formulation of quantum mechanics on the surface
as a secondary or derived theory [3–18]. However, if one hopes to reproduce the same theory within the Dirac’s theory
for a systems with second class constraints [2], some cautions need to be taken into consideration [19]. The new
formulation of quantum mechanics on the surface involves both gaussian and mean curvature. In simple and plain
words, the mean curvature M , on one hand, is an extrinsic curvature that is not detectable to someone who can not
study the three-dimensional space surrounding the surface on which he resides, whereas the gaussian curvature K,
on the other hand, is an intrinsic curvature that is detectable to the “two-dimensional inhabitants” on a surface and
not just outside observers [20]. In purely intrinsic geometry, undefinable and even meaningless is the shape itself of a
surface.
When no electromagnetic field is applied and the spin of the particle plays insignificant role, the marked feature of
the theory is the dependence of both an effective potential Vg [21] in the Hamiltonian and the geometric momentum
p on the mean curvature M [3, 4, 9–12]. The geometric potential [3, 4, 21] with µ denoting the mass,
Vg = −~2/(2µ)(M2 −K) (1)
comes from how to define a proper form of Laplacian operator acting on a quantum state on surface [12, 22], whereas
the geometric momentum, with ∇2 being the gradient operator on a two-dimensional surface [23] and n standing for
the normal vector of the surface at a given point,
p = −i~(∇2 +Mn), (2)
is related to a proper form of gradient operator on the state [12]. When first exposed to this expression (2) apparently
containing a term Mn, many thinks it has component along the normal direction, but it is not the case. Actually, it
is an operator exclusively defined on the tangent plane to surface at the given point for we have an operator relation
p · n+ n · p = 0 with use of a relation ∇2 · n = −2M [23]. One can also call (1) and (2) the embedding potential
[24] and the embedding momentum, respectively. As we see in the appendix, both geometric quantities (1) and (2)
2can be derived within the same theoretical framework. An experimental verification of the potential amounts to an
indirect affirmative experimental evidence of the momentum as well, and vice versa. The geometric potential has
recently been experimentally verified [17, 18], and it is an important advance in quantum mechanics, implying that
quantum mechanics based on purely intrinsic geometry does not offer a proper description of the constrained motions
in microscopic domain, provided that the extrinsic examination is performed as well. Here we mention that the spin
of the particle usually plays a role via the surface spin-orbit coupling [13–15], etc.[16], obtained also from the same
procedure of squeezed limit of its the three-dimensional analogue.
Noting that the linear momentum distribution of an electron state within a hydrogen atom can be easily carried out
and had been experimentally verified [25, 26]. Let us consider the simplest constrained motion on two dimensional
spherical surface S2 and ask whether it is possible to give a momentum space representation for the states on it.
An immediate problem is what the proper momentum is. It can never be the usual linear momentum −i~∇ = −
i~(∂x, ∂y, ∂z) because the motion on S
2 has only two degrees of freedom while −i~∇ has three mutually commutable
components that are too many to form a complete set of commuting observables for S2. Moreover, as we stress before
[12], a set of self-adjoint momentum operators in purely intrinsic geometry is unattainable for any states on S2. In
addition, the geometric momentum p = −i~(∇2 +Mn) (2) alone does not suffice because its three components are
not mutually commutable, thus too few to provide a complete set of commuting observables. The key finding of the
present study offers a solution to the problem, based on a discovery of a new dynamical representation on the surface.
The organization of the present paper is as follows. In next sections II, we present a unified derivation of both
geometric potential (1) and momentum (2). In next sections III, we starts from a dynamical symmetric group SO(3, 1)
on the sphere which yields a proper and complete set of commuting observables, to arrive at a dynamical representation
mixing the geometric momentum and orbital angular momentum. In the section IV, it aims at the explicit form of
the geometric momentum distribution of the some molecular rotational states. Section V gives a brief discussion of
the results obtained, and conclude the present study.
II. GEOMETRIC MOMENTUM FOR A PARTICLE ON A CURVED SURFACE
To get the geometric momentum (2), we utilize exactly the same manner how the geometric potential is derived
[3, 4, 9]. For ease of the comparison, we use similar set of symbols as Ferrari and Cuoghi who recently build up a
theoretical framework with geometric potential when the electromagnetic field is applied [9]. The lowercase Latin
letters i, j, k stand for the 3D indices and assume the values 1, 2, 3, e.g., (xi, pj) for the position and momentum
in 3D Cartesian coordinates. Position specified by (q1, q2, q3) can be understood as description of the position in
the curvilinear coordinates parameterizing a manifold. Now let the 2D surface under study is considered as a more
realistic 3D shell whose equal thickness d is negligible in comparison with the dimension of the whole system. The
position R within the shell in the vicinity of the surface S can be parametrized as with 0 ≤ q3 ≤ d,
R(q1, q2, q3) = r(q1, q2) + q3n(q1, q2), (3)
where r(q1, q2) parametrizes the surface and n(q1, q2) denotes the unit normal vector at point (q1, q2). The gradient
operator ∇ in 3D flat space, expressed in the curvilinear coordinates, takes following form [23],
∇ = rµ∂µ + n∂q3 , (4)
where ∇2 ≡ rµ∂µ is the gradient operator on 2D curved surface [23]. The relation between the 3D metric tensor Gij
and the 2D one gµν is given by [4, 9],
Gij = gµν +
[
αg + (αg)T
]
µν
q3 + (αgαT )µν
(
q3
)2
,
Gµ3 = G3µ = 0, G33 = 1, (5)
where αµν is the Weingarten curvature matrix for the surface, andM = −Tr(α)/2, and K = det(α) [4]. The covariant
Schro¨dinger equation for particles moving within a thin shell of thickness d in 3D is [9], with presence of both the
magnetic field via the vector potential A and the electric field via the scalar potential V ,
i~
∂
∂t
ψ(q, t) = − ~
2
2m
GijDiDjψ(q, t) +QV ψ(q, t), (6)
where Q is the charge of the particle and Dj = ∇j − (iQ/~)Aj with Aj being the covariant components of the vector
potential A. Conveniently denoting the scalar potential A0 = −V , we can define a gauge covariant derivative for the
time variable as D0 = ∂t − iQA0/~. The gauge transformations in quantum mechanics are [9],
Aj → A′j = Aj + ∂jγ; A0 → A′0 = A0 + ∂tγ; ψ → ψ′ = ψeiQγ/~, (7)
3where γ is a scalar function. The Eq.(6) can be rewritten as an explicit gauge invariant form [9],
i~D0ψ = − ~
2
2m
GijDiDjψ. (8)
Now we recall two important facts regarding the wave functions: 1, the normalization of the wave functions remains
whatever coordinates are used, and the transformation of volume element satisfies d3x =
√
Gd3q [9],∫
|ψ(x, t)|2 d3x =
∫
|ψ(q, t)|2
√
Gd3q = 1, (9)
where [4, 9],
G = det(Gij) = g
(
1− 2Mq3 +K (q3)2)2 . (10)
2, an advantage of the coordinates (3) is that the wave function ψ(q, t) from (6) or (8) takes following factorization
form [4, 9],
ψ(q, t) =
χ(q1, q2, t)√
1− 2Mq3 +K (q3)2
ϕ(q3, t), (11)
and it is guaranteed with suitable choice of gauge for γ such that A′3 = 0 [9],
γ(q1, q2, q3) = −
∫ q3
0
A3(q
1, q2, q)dq. (12)
Combining these two facts, we have two conservations of norm from (9),
∮ ∣∣χ(q1, q2, t)∣∣2√gdq1dq2 = 1, and ∫ d
0
∣∣ϕ(q3, t)∣∣2 dq3 = 1. (13)
We are now ready to examine the gradient operator ∇ (4) acting on the state ψ(q, t) and the result is,
∇ψ(q, t) = rµ∂µψ(q, t) + n M − q
3K(
1− 2Mq3 +K (q3)2
)3/2χ(q1, q2, t)ϕ(q3, t)
+ n
χ(q1, q2, t)√
1− 2Mq3 +K (q3)2
∂q3ϕ(q
3, t). (14)
Then taking limit d→ 0, we have ∇ as its acting on the state ψ(q, t),
∇ψ(q, t) = (rµ∂µ +Mn)ψ(q, t) + nχ(q1, q2, t)∂q3ϕ(q3, t)
which shows that the gradient operator ∇ can be decomposed into two separate parts, one part (rµ∂µ +Mn) lies on
the tangent plane to surface at a given point and another is along the direction of normal n, corresponding to the
decomposition of the Schro¨dinger equation into two Schro¨dinger ones determining χ(q1, q2, t) and ϕ(q3, t) respectively
[9]. Paying attention to the motion on the surface only, we have the resultant operator, rµ∂µ+Mn. With a coefficient
−i~ multiplied, the geometric momentum (2) is derived.
The gauge invariance of the momentum operator p = −i~(rµ∂µ+Mn)−QA is assured in the presence of the vector
potential A with vanishing component along the normal direction as A3 = 0 being pre-imposed. Under 2D gauge
transformation: A→ A′ = A+ rµ∂µγ with γ = γ(q1, q2) and ψ → ψ′ = eiQγ/~ψ, we have pψ → p′ψ′ = eiQγ/~pψ,
p′ψ′ = (−i~(rµ∂µ +Mn)−Q(A+ rµ∂µγ))ψeiQγ/~
= eiQγ/~ (−i~(rµ∂µ +Mn)−QA)ψ
= eiQγ/~pψ. (15)
4Noting that there is no direct connection between ∆LB + (M
2 − K) and ∇2 + Mn such as in 3D flat space
∇2 ≡ ∇ · ∇. For reaching ∆LB + (M2 − K), we have to start from the Laplace operator in flat 3D space ∇2 =(
rµ∂µ + n∂q3
) · (rµ∂µ + n∂q3) = ∆LB − 2M∂q3 + ∂2q3 [23], then resort to the confining procedure. Explicitly we have,
∇2ψ(q, t) = ∆LBψ(q, t) +
(M2 −K) + 2M(2M2 −K)q3 + 2K(K − 3M2) (q3)2 + 2MK2 (q3)3(
1− 2Mq3 +K (q3)2
)5/2 ψ(q, t)
− 2q
3(K − 2M2 +KMq3)(
1− 2Mq3 +K (q3)2
)3/2χ(q1, q2, t)∂q3ϕ(q3, t) + 1(
1− 2Mq3 +K (q3)2
)1/2χ(q1, q2, t)∂2q3ϕ(q3, t) (16)
In the same limit limit d→ 0, this operator ∇2 (16) becomes,
∇2 = ∆LB + (M2 −K) + ∂2q3 (17)
Noting that kinetic energy is T = −~2/(2µ)∇2, we see that the effective potential, the geometric potential as
−~2/(2µ)(M2−K) (1) comes out. However, it is a puzzling fact that there is a direct connection between (rµ∂µ +Mn)
and ∆LB [22], as we pointed out in 2007. What puzzling? the quantity (r
µ∂µ +Mn) involves extrinsic curvature,
whereas the quantity ∆LB comes purely from intrinsic geometry.
Thus, a unified derivation of both geometric potential and momentum is thus fulfilled. In the rest part of the
present paper, we apply the geometric momentum (2) to motion constrained on the two dimensional spherical surface
S2.
III. GEOMETRIC MOMENTUM – ANGULAR MOMENTUM REPRESENTATION ON S2
For our purpose to reveal the geometric momentum – angular momentum representation on S2, we first point out
a dynamical SO(3, 1) symmetry on two-dimensional spherical surface, and second present the basic vectors in (θ, ϕ)
representation and a new but intermediate representation respectively, and finally reach the dynamical representation
determined by two mutually commutable quantities.
A. A dynamical SO(3, 1) symmetry on two-dimensional spherical surface
On the two-dimensional spherical surface of fixed radius r with the mean curvature M = −1/r, three Cartesian
components of the geometric momentum p are from (2) [12, 22, 27–29],
px = −i~(cos θ cosϕ ∂
∂θ
− sinϕ
sin θ
∂
∂ϕ
− sin θ cosϕ), (18)
py = −i~(cos θ sinϕ ∂
∂θ
+
cosϕ
sin θ
∂
∂ϕ
− sin θ sinϕ), (19)
pz = i~(sin θ
∂
∂θ
+ cos θ), (20)
where the transformation pir → pi is made to conveniently convert the momentum into dimension of the angular
momentum, i.e., the dimension of Planck’s constant ~. The three Cartesian components of the orbital angular
momentum L are well-known as Lx = i~(sinϕ∂θ + cot θ cosϕ∂ϕ), Ly = −i~(sinϕ∂θ − cot θ sinϕ∂ϕ) and Lz = −i~∂ϕ.
A derivation of (18)-(20) from Dirac’s theory is discussed in [12] and is commented in [30]. For a two-dimensional
spherical space S2, the constantness of the radius r is nothing but a parameter characterizing how curve the space
is. For more realistic molecular state such as homonuclear diatomic molecule, this radius r corresponds to a mean
value 〈r〉 whereas 1/r corresponds to 〈1/r〉. However, because there is usually no coupling between radial motion
and rotation, the rotational motion can be separated and its geometric momentum spectrometry can be established
individually.
We can easily verify the following commutation relations that form an so(3, 1) algebra [12]:
[pi, pj ] = −i~εijkLk, [Li, pj ] = i~εijkpk, [Li, Lj ] = i~εijkLk. (21)
5We see that the quantum motion on the sphere of geometric O(3) symmetry possesses a dynamical SO(3, 1) symmetry.
Three commutable pairs (Li, pi) are equivalent with each other upon a rotation of coordinate system [12, 31],
fx = exp(−ipiLy/2)fz exp(ipiLy/2), fy = exp(ipiLx/2)fz exp(−ipiLx/2), (fi → Li or pi). (22)
Here we follow the convention that a rotation operation affects a physical system itself [32]. Equation (22) above
implies that it is sufficient to study one representation determined by one pair of the three (Li, pi).
B. Eigenfunctions of (pz, Lz) in (θ, ϕ) representation and a new (u, ϕ) representation
Because motion on S2 has two degrees of freedom, a representation needs a complete set of a complete set of two
commuting observables. The well-known set is the spherical harmonics Ylm(θ, ϕ) determined by the commutable pairs
(L2, Lz) in the (θ, ϕ) representation. For convenience of a comparison between the basis vectors Ylm(θ, ϕ) and the
new ones given by simultaneous functions of both the geometric and the angular momentum, we choose the z-axis
component pair (pz, Lz) rather than (px, Lx) or (py, Ly). The common operator Lz means also a choice of the reference
direction in position space.
The complete set of the simultaneous eigenfunctions for (pz, Lz) is given by,
ψpz,m(θ, ϕ) =
1√
2pi~
1
sin θ
exp
(
−ipz
~
ln tan
θ
2
)
1√
2pi
eimϕ. (23)
The eigenvalues of (pz, Lz) acting on ψpz ,m(θ, ϕ) above are (pz ,m~) respectively. The normalization relation can be
easily verified, ∮
ψ∗p′
z
m′ (θ, φ)ψpz ,m (θ, ϕ) sin θdθdϕ
= δm′m
1
2pi~
∫ pi
0
exp
(
i
(p′z − pz)
~
(ln tan
θ
2
)
)
1
sin θ
dθ
= δm′m
1
2pi~
∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
i
(p′z − pz)
~
u
)
du
= δm′mδ (p
′
z − pz) , (24)
where the variable transformation
ln tan(θ/2)→ u, or θ → 2 arctan(eu), (u ∈ (−∞,∞)), (25)
is used, and δm′m is the Kronecker delta that equals to 1 once m
′ = m and to zero otherwise. This variable
transformation (25) has the following profound consequence: It makes the operator pz (20) behave like a linear
momentum which is defined on flat space u ∈ (−∞,∞),
pz(θ) −→ pz(u) = i~ ∂
∂u
, (26)
whose eigenfunction is well-known as exp(−iupz/~)/
√
2pi~ corresponding to eigenvalue pz.
To approach the (pz, Lz) representation of the operators and states, it is very convenient to utilize the same variable
transformation (25) and to use u instead of θ in all relevant states and operators. For square of the angular momentum
operator,
L2(θ, ϕ) ≡ −~2( ∂
2
∂θ2
+ cot θ
∂
∂θ
+
1
sin2 θ
∂2
∂ϕ2
), (27)
we find,
L2(θ, ϕ)→ L2(u, ϕ) ≡ −~2 cosh2(u)
(
∂2
∂u2
+ 2 tanh(u)
∂
∂u
+
∂2
∂ϕ2
+ 1
)
. (28)
Hereafter, the same operator L with different variables (θ, ϕ) or (u, ϕ) in different representation has a different
definition as clearly shown in (27) and (28) respectively. By mean of either directly solving the eigenvalue equa-
tion L2(u, ϕ)Y ′lm(u, ϕ) = λY
′
lm(u, ϕ) or by the variable transformation, the spherical harmonics Ylm(θ, ϕ) in (θ, ϕ)
representation becomes Y ′lm(u, ϕ) in the new (u, ϕ) representation,
Ylm(θ, ϕ)→ Y ′lm(u, ϕ) ≡ Nlm
Pml (− tanhu)
coshu
1√
2pi
eimϕ, (29)
6where m = −l,−l+ 1, ...,−1, 0, 1, ..., l− 1, l, and
Nlm =
√
2l + 1
2
(l − 1)!
(l +m)!
. (30)
The normalization of the spherical harmonics Y ′lm(u, ϕ) satisfies,
δl′lδm′m =
∮
Y ∗l′m′(θ, ϕ)Ylm(θ, ϕ) sin θdθdϕ =
∫ 2pi
0
dϕ
[∫ ∞
−∞
Y ′∗l′m′(u, ϕ)Y
′
lm(u, ϕ)du
]
. (31)
It implies that the transformed system is defined on two dimensional stripe space: u ∈ (−∞,∞)∪ ϕ ∈ (0, 2pi).
C. States and spherical harmonics in (pz, Lz) representation
Two operators (pz , Lz) in their own representation is determined by,
pˆzδ(pz − p′z) = p′zδ(pz − p′z), LˆzδLz,m~ = m~δLz,m~, (32)
where operator f is now denoted with a hat as fˆ for avoiding possible confusion, and symbol f without the hat stands
for a variable in the eigenfunction such as pz in δ(pz − p′z) or Lz in δLz,m~. In general, a state Φ(pz, Lz) in (pz, Lz)
representation corresponding to Ψ(u, ϕ) in position representation is given by,
Φ(pz, Lz) =
∫ 2pi
0
e−imϕ√
2pi
dϕ
[∫ ∞
−∞
Ψ(u, ϕ)
exp
(
i pz
~
u
)
√
2pi~
du
]
. (33)
For u- dependent part of the spherical harmonics Y ′lm(u, ϕ) we get from (29) and (33),
Qlm(pz) ≡ Nlm
∫ ∞
−∞
Pml (− tanhu)
coshu
1√
2pi~
exp
(
i
pz
~
u
)
du,
= NlmF (pz ,
[
Pml (− tanhu)
coshu
]
), (34)
where the Fourier transform F (p, [f(q)]) of a function f(q) is defined by,
F (p, [f(q)]) ≡
∫
f(q)
eipq√
2pi
dq. (35)
For ϕ- dependent part of the spherical harmonics Y ′lm(u, ϕ) we get in the (pz, Lz) representation a simple Kronecker
delta function δLz,m~ from (32). The original spherical harmonics Ylm(θ, ϕ) finally becomes Y
′′
lm(pz , Lz) in the (pz, Lz)
representation,
Y ′lm(u, ϕ)→ Y ′lm(u, ϕ)→ Y ′′lm(pz, Lz) ≡ Qlm(pz)δLz,m~. (36)
The action of an operator f(u, ϕ) on the wave function Ψ(u, ϕ) as f(u, ϕ)Ψ(u, ϕ) in the (pz, Lz) representation is
given by f(−i~∂/∂pz, Lz) from (33),
f(u, ϕ)Ψ(u, ϕ)→
∫ 2pi
0
e−imϕ√
2pi
dϕ
[∫ ∞
−∞
(f(u, ϕ)Ψ(u, ϕ))
exp
(
i pz
~
u
)
√
2pi~
du
]
=
∫ 2pi
0
e−imϕ√
2pi
dϕ
[∫ ∞
−∞
(
f(−i~ ∂
∂pz
, ϕ)
exp
(
i pz
~
u
)
√
2pi~
)
Ψ(u, ϕ)du
]
= f(−i~ ∂
∂pz
, Lz)
∫ 2pi
0
e−imϕ√
2pi
dϕ
[∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(
i pz
~
u
)
√
2pi~
Ψ(u, ϕ)du
]
= f(−i~ ∂
∂pz
, Lz)Φ(pz , Lz). (37)
7Here, same operator f in different representations takes different variables on which the operator depends differently.
Applying above results (33), (34) and (37) to both sides of the eigenvalue function L2(u, ϕ)Y ′lm(u, ϕ) = l(l +
1)~2Y ′lm(u, ϕ), we have,
L2(pz, Lz)Qlm(pz)δLz,m~ = l(l+ 1)~
2Qlm(pz)δLz,m~. (38)
The pz dependent part Qlm(pz) satisfies following equation,
Nlm
∫ 2pi
0
[(
p2z + 2i~pz tanh(u) + (m
2 − 1)~2) cosh2(u)exp
(
i pz
~
u
)
√
2pi~
Pml (− tanhu)
coshu
du
]
= l(l + 1)~2Qlm(pz). (39)
This equation (39) in fact has following two equivalent forms. One is a differential equation from (37)(
p2z + 2i~pz tanh(−i~
∂
∂pz
) + (m2 − 1)~2
)
cosh2(−i~ ∂
∂pz
)Qlm(pz) = l(l + 1)~
2Qlm(pz). (40)
Another is a difference equation with use of a relation: exp(±au)exp (ipzu/~) = exp (iu(pz ∓ ia~)/~),
l(l+ 1)~2Qlm(pz) =
1
2
[
p2z + (m
2 − 1)~2]Qlm(pz)
+
1
4
[
p2z + (m
2 − 1)~2 + 2i~pz
]
Qlm(pz − i2~)
+
1
4
[
p2z + (m
2 − 1)~2 − 2i~pz
]
Qlm(pz + i2~). (41)
The similar difference equation appears in many systems, e.g. Morse oscillator in momentum space [33].
The following properties of Qlm(pz) are available. 1, Orthogonality from Eq.(31):∫ ∞
−∞
Q∗l′m′(pz)Qlm(pz)dpz = δl′lδm′m. (42)
2, Symmetries from Eq.(34):
Ql(−m)(pz) = (−1)mQlm(pz), Qlm(−pz) = (−1)mQlm(pz). (43)
3, It can be verified that for a given quantum number l, they are l+1 linearly independent lth polynomials upon factors
of sech(pipz/(2~)) corresponding to evenm = 0,±2,±4, ... or csch(pipz/(2~)) corresponding to oddm = ±1,±3,±5, ....
So far, in this section a dynamical (pz, Lz) representation on S
2 is established.
IV. MOMENTUM SPECTROMETER FOR SOME ROTATIONAL STATES
We now use the dynamical representation developed in section III to give the momentum distribution of some
rotational states, and then point out that this distribution bears the feature of that for one-dimensional harmonic
oscillator.
The first nine state functions of Qlm(pz) for l = 0, l = 1, and l = 2 are from (34),
Q0,0(pz) =
1
2
√
pisech
(pi
2
pz
~
)
, (44)
Q1,0(pz) = −1
2
i
√
3pi
pz
~
sech
(pi
2
pz
~
)
, Q1,±1(pz) = ±1
2
√
3pi
2
pz
~
csch
(pi
2
pz
~
)
, (45)
Q2,0(pz) = −1
8
√
5pi
(
3(
pz
~
)2 − 1
)
sech
(pi
2
pz
~
)
, Q2,±1(pz) = ±1
4
i
√
15pi
2
(
pz
~
)2csch
(pi
2
pz
~
)
, (46)
8-2 -1 1 2
kz
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
ÈQ0,0HkzL 2
FIG. 1: Geometric momentum distribution density for the ground state of ground rotational state Y0,0 = 1/(
√
4pi) (solid line),
and the momentum distribution density for the ground state of one-dimensional simple harmonic oscillator (dashed line). They
are almost identical. In all figures, the dimensionless momentum kz ≡ pz/~ is used.
Q2,±2(pz) =
1
8
√
15pi
2
(
(
pz
~
)2 + 1
)
sech
(pi
2
pz
~
)
. (47)
For cases l = 0, l = 3, and l = 10, the probability distributions |Qlm(pz)|2 of the dimensionless geometric momentum
kz ≡ pz/~ for rotational states represented by spherical harmonics Ylm(θ, ϕ) are plotted in Figures 1, 2, and 3
respectively. In overall, they bear striking resemblance to the probability amplitude of the dimensionless momentum
for one-dimensional simple harmonic oscillator. It is perfectly understandable that from the force operator p˙i ≡
[pi, H ]/(i~) = −{xi/r,H} ∼ −xi with {U, V } ≡ UV + V U , we see that for the stationary state, the force is restoring
and proportional to the displacement.
The rotation of a homonuclear diatomic molecule around its center of mass, and the free rotation of spherical
cage molecule C60 or Au32 [34] around its center, etc.[35], can be well modelled by a spherical top. Here, there is a
quantum uncertainty associated with degree of freedom r, but we can choose a confining potential V (r) such that the
uncertainty is minimum as ∆r∆pr = ~/2. Then it raises a crucial problem: if we can subtract this radial momentum
contribution from the total one, whether our results |Qlm(pz)|2 can be experimentally testable. Fortunately, the
answer is affirmative, as shown below.
Resuming pi without multiplying the radius r as doing in (18)-(20), and [xi, pj ] = i~(δij−xixj/r2) [12]. The ground
state Y00(θ, ϕ) = 1/
√
4pi is the minimum uncertainty state for three pairs of (xi, pi) and ∆xi∆pi = ~/3. The state
Y00(θ, ϕ) bears neither energy nor angular momentum, and the presence of zero-point the momentum fluctuation
∆pi = ~/(
√
3r) contradicts what classical mechanics would indicate. With preparing these molecules into ground
state of rotation, the probability density of the geometric momentum distribution is given by |Q0,0(pz)|2 (44). With
r ≈ 5.0A˚ for C60, ∆pi ≈ 0.07a.u.(1a.u. = ~/a0, with a0 denoting the Bohr radius) and r ≈ 1.0A˚ for H2, ∆pi ≈ 0.3a.u.
that seems within the resolution power of a recently designed momentum spectrometer [36–38]. Moreover, if it is
possible to prepare these molecules into any excited states, the momentum distributions |Qlm(pz)|2 given by Eq. (34)
have even high resolutions.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
How to understand quantum motions on a surface had been considered out of the problem. This might be due
to the fact that in elementary particle physics and quantum gravity, physicists were acquainted with a fact that the
outer space of the universe had little effect on the inner one [24]. Thus, consideration of the extrinsic curvature of
two-dimensional surfaces was thought sheer nonsense, and the intrinsic property of the surfaces suffices in physics,
which does not depend on whether they are embedded into the three-dimensional Euclidean, even higher-dimensional,
space or not [24]. However, recent experiments demonstrate that the energy spectrum on constrained motion on
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FIG. 2: Geometric momentum distribution density for the rotational states Ylm(θ, ϕ) with l = 1 and m = 0, 1, 2, 3, they have
number of nodes 3, 2, 1, 0 respectively. It is worthy of stressing that for a given set (l,m), i.e. each curve in this figure, behaves
like a stationary harmonic oscillator state.
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FIG. 3: Geometric momentum distribution density for rotational state Y10,0(θ, ϕ) (solid line), and the momentum distribution
density for the 10th excited state of one-dimensional simple harmonic oscillator (dashed line). Since both probabilities in a
small interval ∆kz are almost the same, they have the same classical limit: the simple harmonic oscillation.
two-dimensional curved surface is significantly influenced by the geometric potential depending on the extrinsic cur-
vature [17, 18]. We show that the geometric momentum is indispensable to the geometric potential, and even more
fundamental.
For motions on two dimensional spherical surface S2, there is a new dynamical symmetry obeying SO(3, 1) group
whose six generators are the Cartesian components of the geometric momentum p and the orbital angular momen-
tum L, where the dependence of the geometric momentum on extrinsic curvature, the mean curvature, reflects an
embedding effect. From the commutation relations [Li, pi] = 0, (i = 1, 2, 3), we have three complete sets of commut-
ing observables, and they are equivalent with each other upon a rotation of coordinates. Thus a novel dynamical
representation based on two observables, (pz, Lz) in the present paper, is successfully constructed, and any states on
S2 can go through a momentum analysis.
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Because the free rotation is ubiquitous in microscopic domain, we propose to measure the momentum distribution
of the state represented by spherical harmonics to probe the embedding effect, once preparing the some molecules
into the state. This kind of experiments seems within reach of the present nanotechnological capabilities [36–42].
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